myWorld Capture manages the collection of construction as-built, red-lining, and data correction details from staff and contractors in the field, submission for QA review, and feed to core engineering systems like GIS. Construction projects are accelerated by eliminating delays in as-built updates from contractors. Operations teams now have access to up-to-date, high quality data to operate the network more safely and efficiently.
- **Same-day as-builts**: Get immediate, high quality data updates from contractors and field staff to the rest of the organization so you can operate your network more safely and efficiently, and accelerate construction project timelines.

- **Right first time data quality**: Your standards are built into the field data capture tool, which makes it easy for staff and contractors to collect high quality structured data at the source, giving operations the information they need to reduce unnecessary truck-rolls and re-work.

- **Simple contractor field tools**: Standardizes the quality, speed and format of data from your contractors with an easy-to-deploy mobile app that runs on any device – phone, tablet or laptop. Designed for mobile to use features like GPS, camera and Google Street View to make collection easy.

- **GIS Connector**: Automates the feed of field updates and as-builts to your data QA process, and then to your GIS and other key systems.